


Drowning in an ocean of documents

Each of these documents is 
potentially a critical input to 
your process

Each must be received, 
categorized, sorted, and 
attached to the correct 
shipment, consolidation, etc.

This effort requires 
thousands of hours of labor
every year



BravoTran Routing automates away this process
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How it works

1 BravoTran OCR reads every line and reviews 
document structure to determine type

2 Known text tags are used to extract identifying 
shipment data, both in the document and the email

3 BravoTran matches this data against your existing 
CW shipments and routes the named documents 
directly to them

BravoTran handles all documents, 
regardless of sender, file type, format, 

language, or arrangement 



Streamlined interface quickly resolves exceptions

90+% of routing is 
automatic…

…however, for documents 
requiring user input, 
BravoTran includes a high-
speed workflow…

…allowing for quick 
resolution and 
communication back to 
agents, carriers, and clients 
as needed



What it means for your business

allowing you to reduce costs and 
your team to focus on growing 
your business

by immediately processing docs, 
getting your operations moving 
and you paid faster

who are getting real-time 
updates, not waiting for your 
team to dig out their inbox

Massive labor savings Turbocharged operations Happier clients & partners



Our metrics



With technology used by the largest 3PLs and forwarders



Product roadmap: Document routing is just the beginning

Identify and assign 
incoming documents 
automatically

Extract and confirm key 
payables info from 
incoming invoices

Automatically create 
shipments based on 
received documents

Automatically populate 
forms (such as customs) 
from incoming documents

Routing Payables Shipments Customs
Today 2021 Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q4



Simple, risk-free pricing

Next steps: Getting started is easy

• No need to change how you currently 
receive messages

• Just configure your CargoWise eAdaptor
connection

• Set up your BravoTran workflow
• And train your team (<1 hour)

• $1.00 USD per shipment
• No setup, licensing, or training fees
• No minimums, no term
• Cancel any time

You can be up and running today



Appendix



BravoTran: Built different

Product Sophisticated machine 
learning and automation 
means no templating

That means you can start 
with BravoTran today, not 
months from now

And it means we handle 
100% of your documents, 
not just a select few

Company Built by industry veterans 
and trusted by the largest 
3PLs and forwarders

We know what it means to 
create real, lasting value
for our customers

And how to provide secure, 
scalable solutions that 
grow with you over time



BravoTran’s battle-tested technology stack

Carriers, agents, 
customers

RPA

Automates away
manual work

Machine Learning

Dynamically learns 
without templates

OCR

Text encoding

Network

Shared 
learning

TMS Integration

Robust, two-way 
communication

UX

Intuitive & built for forwarders

Data Ops

Secure, high-speed, 
infinitely scalable

Automation

Communication & 
exception resolution

Incoming paperwork 

Shipment, 
Consolidation and 
Organization Data

Indexed documents 
attached to shipments 

and consolidations  



And with BravoTran Routing

Routing: A bigger problem for your team than you may realize

Ops team constantly sorting through inbox for their own 
incoming emails

Once an email with documents is found, ops team will:
• Determine the relevant Shipment
• Find and open that Shipment in CargoWise
• Drag and drop each document into eDocs
• Assign each document a document type
• Delete or archive the email

If the email attachment includes a PDF with multiple 
pages/documents, they must use the splitter function in 
CargoWise

We completely eliminate the need to manually 
assign and attach documents to shipments, 
resulting in significant savings:

Your process today…

Documents per shipment 10

Minutes per document 1
Minutes per shipment 10
Shipments per hour 6

Hourly rate $20.00
Cost per shipment without BravoTran $3.33

BravoTran cost per shipment $1.00
Net cost savings per shipment $2.33



Turbocharging your operations with workflow triggers

Automatically sharing key 
documents with clients on 
their tracking site

Automatically notifying ops 
team about arrival notices to 
make port arrangements

Automatically attaching 
specific document types to 
client invoices

Updating important 
shipment milestones 
automatically

Sharing pre-alerts with 
consignees, providing key 
delivery information

By setting up CargoWise workflow triggers, BravoTran Routing facilitates a range of totally 
automated processes throughout the shipment, such as:


